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Abstract

An acoustic absorber includes a core of acoustically absorbing material having two major surfaces, and a facing for covering the core on at least one major surface. The facing comprises a porous flash spun plexifilamentary ilim-fibril sheet having a coherent surface and comprising a plurality of pores having a pore diameter between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm and a mean pore diameter of less than about 20,000 nm. The use of the facing improves the acoustic absorption of ambient sound at a frequency below about 1200 Hz. The facing provides a barrier to moisture and particles including microorganisms so that the absorber is suitable for use in environments in which cleanliness is critical.
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ACOUSTIC ABSORBER WITH BARRIER FACING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Field of the Invention

[0002] The invention relates generally to an acoustic absorber, particularly for use in building interiors, that is highly resistant to the penetration of water and fine particles including microorganisms and is essentially sound transparent in the voice frequency range.

[0003] Description of the Related Art

[0004] Acoustically absorbing materials are known in the art for use reducing the amount of noise and/or reverberation within a given space, such as a building interior. Acoustically absorbing materials, i.e., materials having a high absorption coefficient, reduce noise by absorbing acoustic energy. There are various types of acoustically absorbing materials. One of the most common types utilizes fibrous materials to dissipate sound energy by friction within the interstitial voids. In general, the greater the thickness and the higher the density of the absorber, the greater is the acoustic absorption of the absorber, particularly at low frequencies, e.g., below about 500 Hz. Therefore, known solutions to achieve appreciable absorption at low frequencies tend to be expensive. Many known acoustically absorbing materials are formed of unconsolidated or partially consolidated, lofty fibrous materials including compressed fibers, recycled fiber or shoddy materials, fiberglass or mineral fiber batts and felts require a facing to contain the core of fibrous materials. While the fiber-based sound absorbers are generally inexpensive and are an effective solution for sound absorption over a wide frequency range, they have inherent disadvantages, such as possible release of particulates into the air, collection of dust and harboring bacteria and mold on their surface and inside the voids, as the area is not cleanable. Other known acoustically absorbing core materials can include foam, materials having a honeycomb structure, perforated and microperforated materials utilizing additional air spaces for sound absorption. Most of the known sound absorbers also require a protective and/or decorative facing for use in a building interior.

[0005] Facings for covering acoustic absorber core materials serve as durable coverings that protect the delicate structure of the core during handling, use and maintenance. It is desirable for facings for covering acoustically absorbing materials to be acoustically transparent or acoustically absorbent in order to enhance the absorption of sound provided by the absorber. Facings which are acoustically reflective undesirably contribute to the ambient noise. There are several types of known facings for covering acoustically absorbing materials: thin impervious films and porous membranes (see, for example, D. A. Bies and C. H. Hansen, Engineering Noise Control. Theory and Practice. Second edition, E&FN Spoon. London, New York, p. 249). Thin, commonly 6-35 micrometers, impervious film facings are acoustically transparent in the low and mid frequencies, but they are acoustically reflective at high frequencies, as such they do not allow sound waves to pass. Thin film facings also have a serious drawback of not being durable enough to sustain everyday use and should be additionally protected by sound transparent solid surfaces. Unfortunately, this complicates the structure and raises the expense of the solution. Examples of common facings include fabric, nonwoven sheet, paper, film and perforated solid surfaces (panels).

[0006] Waterproof acoustic absorbers are known in the art in which the absorber is covered with waterproof or impervious film, such as one disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,197,403. However, film facings have the disadvantage of being insufficiently durable to be used as a finished surface of an absorptive article. Also, film facings do not provide adequate acoustic absorption at higher frequencies of the most desirable voice frequency range.

[0007] Impregnated woven fabrics have also been used as waterproof facings for acoustic absorbers. A vinyl coated fiberglass, style 3478-VS-2, from Alpha Associates is one example of an impregnated waterproof facing. Xorel® available from Carnegie Fabrics is an example of an acoustic facing material, which is a woven, heavily calendered polyolefin fabric. Impregnated fabrics are generally expensive to make, thick, heavy, acoustically reflective at mid and high frequencies, and have the tendency to off-gas volatile organic compounds and support the growth of mold and bacteria unless additional additives are used.

[0008] U.S. Pat. Appl. Pub. No. 2006/0065482 discloses a nonwoven acoustic insulating material including a nonwoven layer having a low surface tension fluid repellency treatment. Specific nonwoven materials disclosed for use in the nonwoven layer are fabrics or webs resulting from melt blowing processes, spunbonding processes, air laying processes and carded web processes. U.S. Pat. No. 5,824,973 discloses a sound absorption laminate comprising a porous insulation substrate and a paper, fabric or perforated film facing sheet having an airflow resistance between 200 and 1210 rayls. These known facing materials have the disadvantage that they are open to the penetration of water, dust, mold and microorganisms, thus limiting their application for indoor use where air quality is of concern. It would be desirable to have acoustically absorbing materials that are suitable for use in a variety of critical environments having facings that are durable, waterproof, hypoallergenic, cleanable, non-linting, non-off-gassing and resistant to the penetration of moisture, dust, mold and microorganisms without impeding the acoustic absorption capabilities in the human voice frequency range. It is also desirable to have highly acoustically absorptive materials that are effective at low frequencies without incurring significant thickness, density and expense. It would additionally be desirable for such acoustically absorbing materials to be capable of being printed thereon with a graphic image and/or text.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] According to one embodiment, the present invention is directed to an acoustically absorbing article comprising:

[0010] a core of acoustically absorbing material having two major surfaces; and

[0011] a facing for covering the core on at least one major surface, the facing comprising a porous flash spun plexifilamentary film-fibrillar sheet having a coherent surface, having a basis weight of no greater than about 140 g/m² and comprising a plurality of pores having a pore diameter between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm and a mean pore diameter of less than about 20,000 nm.

[0012] According to additional embodiments, the present invention is directed to an assembly comprising the acoustically absorbing article encased in a sound permeable rigid casing, an acoustically absorbing partition and an acoustically absorbing architectural surface covering.
According to yet another embodiment, the invention is directed to a method of improving acoustic absorption in an environment comprising:

(a) providing an acoustically absorptive article comprising a core of acoustically absorptive material covered by a facing of porous flash spun plexifilamentary film-fibril sheet having a coherent surface, having a basis weight of no greater than about 140 g/m² and comprising a plurality of pores having a pore diameter between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm and a mean pore diameter of less than about 20,000 nm; and

(b) positioning the article within the environment to cause ambient sound to be absorbed by the article.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a graph depicting the acoustic absorption, reflection and sound transmission of a flash spun nonwoven sheet (block measurement).

FIG. 2 is a graph depicting the acoustic absorption, reflection and sound transmission of a flash spun nonwoven sheet (anechoic measurement).

FIG. 3 is a graph comparing the acoustic absorption coefficients of an absorber without a facing and two absorbers with facings according to the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The terms “acoustic absorbent” and “acoustically absorbing” herein refer generally to the ability of a material to absorb incident sound waves.

The acoustically absorbing article of the invention includes an acoustically absorbing core and a nonwoven facing covering at least one surface of the core. The facing provides excellent barrier properties while not impeding the acoustical absorption of the absorbing core. Moreover, the nonwoven facing further enhances the acoustical absorption of the article at low- and mid-range frequencies. The nonwoven facing comprises a flash spun plexifilamentary film-fibril sheet having a coherent surface. By “coherent surface” is meant the surface of the sheet is consolidated and/or bonded. The bonding method can be any known in the art, including but not limited to thermal calendering, through-gas bonding, and point-bonding. The core and facing can be optionally bonded to each other, by any known suitable bonding techniques such as adhesive bonding, solvent bonding, ultrasonic bonding, thermal bonding, stitch bonding or the like.

The acoustically absorbing core includes any known acoustically absorbing material and/or an air space. The core has a noise reduction coefficient (NRC) between about 0.3 and about 0.9, as measured by ASTM C423, mounting A (without air space). Suitable acoustically absorbing materials include nonwoven fabrics, such as spunbonded nonwovens, carded nonwovens, needlepunched nonwovens, air-laid nonwovens, wet-laid nonwovens, spunlace nonwovens, meltblown nonwovens, spunbonded-meltblown spunbonded composite nonwovens, woven fabrics, knit fabrics, three-dimensional meshes, including honeycomb structures and foams, combinations thereof and the like. The term “nonwoven” means a web including a multitude of randomly distributed fibers. The fibers can be staple fibers or continuous fibers. The fibers can comprise a single material or a multitude of materials, either as a combination of different fibers or as a combination of similar fibers each comprised of different materials. Other materials suitable for use as the core are foams, such as open-cell melamine foam, polyimide, polyolefin, and polyurethane foams, and perforated sheets. According to preferred embodiments of the invention, the core is substantially free of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). One preferred material is formaldehyde-free fiberglass batting. An air space covered with the facing can serve as the absorbing core.

Acoustically transparent facings for use with acoustical absorbers are known in the art. Such facings typically have between about 5% and about 50% open area, i.e. the area of the pores or holes on the surface with respect to the total surface area, depending on the need for acoustic absorption. High frequency absorption is not required, 5% to 15% open area is appropriate (M. D. Egan Architectural Acoustics). The percent open area and diameter of the holes affects the acoustic transparency by determining the critical frequency, the frequency after which the sound absorption decreases rapidly.

Examples of known acoustically transparent facings include woven meshes, fabrics with low density, nonwoven scrim and perforated solid surfaces. The drawback of such facings is very low barrier, e.g., resistance to penetration of water, dust, and/or microorganisms.

The facing for use in the absorber of the invention is highly resistant to the penetration of water and fine particles including microorganisms. Surprisingly, the inventive facing is highly porous. It was believed before, that high barrier properties and porosity are run counter to each other and cannot be implemented in the same structure. The void fraction (total porosity) of the facing, i.e., 1 minus the solids fraction, is between about 0.5 and about 0.7. The facing has a pore diameter as measured by mercury porosimetry (H. M. Rosett are, “A Review of Mercury Porosimetry” from Advanced Experimental Techniques in Powder Metallurgy, Plenum Press, 1970, pp. 225-252) between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm and even between about 100 nm and about 1500 nm. For the purpose of this invention, the pores include intra-fiber pores and inter-fiber pores. Intra-fiber pores are randomly distributed throughout the interior of a fiber and have a mean pore diameter from about 20 nm to about 500 nm. Inter-fiber pores are randomly distributed interstices between fibers in a plexifilamentary film-fibril sheet. The porous structure of the plexifilamentary film-fibril sheet consist of both types of pores forming tortuous pore structure, rather than through hole structure found in mechanically perforated prior art facings. The mean pore diameter of the inventive facing is less than about 20,000 nm, even less than about 5,000 nm, even less than about 2,000 nm, even less than about 1,000 nm and even between about 10 nm and about 1,000 nm. For some uses, such as cases in which the absorbing material contains no dust or nutrients to support the growth of microorganisms, it may be desirable to mechanically perforate the facing in order to open the structure and to increase the critical frequency value.

For some uses, it is desirable for the facing of the absorber to provide a barrier to microorganisms including bacteria, viruses and mold. The facing has a log reduction value (LRV), which is a measure of microbial filtration, of at least about 2 or even of at least about 4, as measured according to ASTM F2658-07 and ASTM F1608. It is desired for the facing to have no flow rate or time-dependent LRV such that the facing has a stable barrier efficiency and does not build up barrier over time during use, such as is the case for known laminated paper. The facing further does not include nutrients.
that support the growth of microorganisms, including bacteria, yeast and fungi, without any additional antibacterial or antifungal treatment.

[0026] The nonwoven facing for use in the absorber of the invention includes a plexifilamentary film-fibril sheet formed by flash spinning, also referred to herein interchangeably as a flash spun plexifilamentary film-fibril sheet or a flash spun sheet. The nonwoven facing of the invention is lightweight, thin and strong. The basis weight of the facing is less than about 140 g/m², even between about 34 g/m² and about 120 g/m². The thickness of the facing is not more than about 1 mm, even between about 0.02 mm and about 0.40 mm, and even between about 0.10 mm and about 0.25 mm. Previously used thin impervious film facing materials were significantly thinner, such as about less than 0.035 mm to insure sound energy transparency at mid and high frequencies. They provided negligible acoustic absorption at mid and high frequencies and a significantly lower level of strength and durability than inventive facing. The flash spun facing according to the invention imparts a high degree of isotropic strength and durability which is important for product manufacturing and handling as well as stable long term performance. The preferred tensile strength of the facing in both machine and cross directions is not less than about 20 N/2.54 cm as measured by ASTM D5035.

[0027] It has been generally believed that for effective acoustic absorption, materials should have significant thickness, density, and porosity. FIG. 1 shows that the acoustic reflection coefficient is nearly 1.0 for flash spun plexifilamentary sheet for use as the nonwoven facing when tested in a blocked configuration in an impedance tube, and there is no acoustic absorption detected. By contrast, as depicted in FIG. 2, the same flash spun plexifilamentary sheet surprisingly exhibits broad acoustic absorption demonstrated by absorption coefficients between 0 and 0.2 and lower acoustic reflection when tested in an anechoic configuration (with an air space located behind the sheet in the impedance tube) at low- and mid-range frequencies, e.g., between 200 and 1200 Hz. It was previously believed that only thick materials and thick perforated facings with continuous through-holes were able to act as acoustic absorbers near the individual hole resonant frequencies (Helmholtz resonators) with closed air space behind the facing. Surprisingly, the facing of the absorber, which does not have through-holes and which is much thinner than typical perforated facings in the trade, but not as thin as commonly used impervious film facings, has been found to enhance acoustic absorption at broader range of low- and mid-range frequencies and be acoustically transparent in about the voice frequency range, as depicted in FIGS. 2 and 3.

[0028] The flash spun sheet is produced by the following general process, also disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,860,369. The flash spinning process is conducted in a chamber which has a vapor-removal port and an opening through which sheet material produced in the process is removed. Polymer solution is prepared at an elevated temperature and pressure and provided to the chamber. The pressure of the solution is greater than the cloud-point pressure, which is the lowest pressure at which the polymer is fully dissolved in the spin agent forming a homogeneous single phase mixture. The single phase polymer solution passes through a ledown orifice into a lower pressure (or ledown) chamber where the solution separates into a two-phase liquid-liquid dispersion. One phase of the dispersion is a spin-agent-rich phase which comprises primarily spin agent and the other phase of the dispersion is a polymer-rich phase which contains most of the polymer. This two-phase liquid-liquid dispersion is forced through a spinneret into an area of much lower pressure (preferably atmospheric pressure) where the spin agent evaporates very rapidly (fluxes), and the polyolefin emerges from the spinneret as plexifilaments which are laid down to form the flash spun sheet. During the flashing process, impurities are flashed along with the spin agent, so that the resulting flash spun sheet is free of impurities.

[0029] The term plexifilamentary or plexifilaments as used herein refers to a three-dimensional integral network of a multitude of thin, ribbon-like, film-fibrils of random length and with a mean fibril thickness of less than about 4 micrometers and a median width of less than about 25 micrometers. In plexifilamentary structures, the film-fibrils are generally coextensively aligned with the longitudinal axis of the structure and they intermittently unite and separate at irregular intervals in various places throughout the length, width and thickness of the structure to form a continuous three-dimensional network. Such structures are described in further detail in U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,081,519 and 3,227,794.

[0030] The sheet is consolidated which involves compressing the sheet between the belt and a consolidation roll into a structure having sufficient strength to be handled outside the chamber. The sheet is then collected outside the chamber on a windup roll. The sheet can then be bonded using methods known in the art, such as thermal bonding, through gas bonding and point bonding, including patterned bonding or embossing. The sheet can be bonded to varying degrees provided that a coherent surface is formed.

[0031] The diameter of the film-fibrils of the flash spun facing, i.e. between about 4 micrometers and about 25 micrometers, is in the range of ultrasound wavelengths. At frequencies between about 100 Hz and about 1600 Hz, the wavelength of sound is several orders of magnitude larger than the diameter of the film-fibrils. Nevertheless, thin plexifilamentary film-fibrils of the facing according to the invention surprisingly enhance the acoustic absorption of the acoustic absorber between about 100 Hz and about 1600 Hz, even between about 100 Hz and about 1200 Hz. This is the range of frequencies most often emitted by mechanical equipment and the human voice, and therefore most often encountered as undesirable noise in building interiors. Without wishing to be bound by theory, it is believed that the pore size distribution of the plexifilamentary film-fibrils of the flash spun sheet provide tortuous path for the sound wave and enhances the acoustic absorption of an acoustically absorbing core of an acoustically absorbing material or air space when the sheet is used as a facing on at least one surface of the core. It has furthermore surprisingly been found that flash spun sheet exhibits extremely high airflow resistance, much higher than porous facings in the prior art.

[0032] Polymers from which facings of the acoustically absorbing article according to the invention can be made include polyolefin (e.g., polyethylene, polypropylene, polymethylpentene and polybutylene), acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) resin, polystyrene, styrene-acrylonitrile, styrene-butadiene, styrene-maleic anhydride, vinyl plastic (e.g., polystyrene chloride (PVC)), acrylic, acrylonitrile-based resin, acetal, perfluoropolymer, hydrofluoropolymer, polyamide, polyanide-imide, polyamide-imide, polyarylate, polycarbonate, polyesters, (e.g., polystyrene naphthalate (PEN)), polypeptide, polyphenylene ether, polyphenylene sulfide and polysulfone. Preferred amongst the polymers are the polyste-
fins, e.g., polyethylene and polypropylene. The term polyethylene as used herein includes not only homopolymers of ethylene, but also copolymers wherein at least 85% of the recurring units arise from ethylene. A preferred polyethylene is linear high density polyethylene having an upper limit of melting range of about 130°C to 173°C, a density in the range of 0.94 to 0.98 g/cm³ and a melt index (as defined by ASTM D-1238-57T, Condition E) of between 0.1 to 100, preferably between 0.1 and 4. The term polypropylene as used herein includes not only homopolymers of propylene, but also copolymers wherein at least 85% of the recurring units arise from propylene units.

[0033] Nonwoven facings can further comprise a known UV stabilizer, antistatic agent, pigment and/or flame retardant dispersed within the polymer of the fibers of the nonwoven substrate.

[0034] The facing of the invention has the desirable combination of barrier, i.e., resistance to penetration of water, dust and/or microorganisms, and porosity resulting in higher air flow or permeability than impervious films and good acoustical performance. Acoustical absorption is a function of acoustic impedance, which is determined by a complex combination of acoustical resistance and acoustical reactance. The acoustical reactance is governed largely by material thickness, while acoustical resistance is governed by air flow through the material. Significant porosity is needed for acoustically transparent facings. On the other hand, barrier properties are needed for particulate and liquid resistance of the facing.

[0035] Facings according to the present invention can comprise single or multiple layers of flash spun sheet provided the acoustical absorption is not compromised. The multilayer sheet embodiment is also useful for averting out nonuniformities in single sheets due to nonuniform sheet thickness or directionality of sheet fibers. Multilayer laminates can be prepared by positioning two or more sheets face to face, and lightly thermally bonding the sheets under applied pressure, such as by rolling the sheets between one or more pairs of nip rollers. Laminates of sheets are preferably prepared by adhering the sheets together with an adhesive, such as a pressure sensitive adhesive. Adhesives also might be used between facing and an absorbing core. Adhesives of utility include, but not limited to moisture curable polyurethane, solvated polyurethane adhesives and water-borne acrylics.

[0036] The nonwoven facing can be metallized which may be desirable to provide certain aesthetics, light reflectance and/or electromagnetic shielding of sensitive equipment or security articles. Representative metals include aluminum, tin, nickel, iron, chromium, copper, silver, gold, zinc or alloys thereof, with aluminum preferred. Metals may be deposited by known vacuum metallization techniques in which metal is vaporized by heat under vacuum, and then deposited on one face of a nonwoven sheet in a thickness greater than about 15 nm. Metals may be deposited in a thickness from about 15 nm to about 1 micrometer in a single layer, or in a thickness greater than 1 micrometer using multiple layers. Vacuum metallization of flash-spun polyolefin sheet is known, for example, in U.S. Pat. No. 4,999,222. In this embodiment, a thin specular reflecting layer is added to one face of the nonwoven sheet without substantially changing the overall thickness of the nonwoven sheet. The metal layer can be protected by an outer organic coating layer of a material selected from the group consisting of organic polymers, organic oligomers and combinations thereof, e.g., polyacrylate polymers and oligomers, having a thickness between about 0.2 micrometer and 2.5 micrometers vapor deposited on the metal layer by a known method such as described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,157,117.

[0037] The facing can further include a functional surface coating layer or a surface treatment, such as, for example, antistatic treatment, pigmented layer, gloss layer, antibacterial layer or photoactive layer.

[0038] The acoustic absorber of the invention can be effectively employed to absorb and reduce the acoustic energy within the confined space, such as an architectural space. The absorber can be used as a building interior surface, such as a wall or ceiling, covering, a partition or a building interior component (such as a pillar) placed within a three-dimensional space such as a room. The absorber of the invention can be placed inside a porous, acoustically transparent frame or cage to be protected from severe physical abuse. The absorber can be used in combination with common building components such as floors, walls, ceilings and the like, and components of moving vehicles such as motor vehicles, trains, aircraft and the like, or as components of industrial equipment, appliances having moving parts and computers. The acoustic absorber of the invention is particularly useful in indoor environments in which indoor air quality and cleanliness are critical, such as in schools, hospitals, classrooms, and the like. As a result of the flashing process during flash spinning of the facing, the resulting facing is free of impurities and the facing does not generate off-gassing of any volatile compounds. Furthermore, the facing is non-linting in that it does not release particles or fibers as a result of the high degree of consolidation of the single film-liberis within the sheet structure. Furthermore, the acoustically absorbing core preferably contains substantially no VOCs.

[0039] The facing can be cleaned by wiping or washing. The facing can also be sterilized by known methods including solution cleaning, physical energy radiation or gas sterilization. In situations in which cleaning and sterilizing the facing are not convenient, the flash spun facing can be disposed of and replaced at minimal expense and effort.

[0040] As was mentioned before, flash spun facing can be additionally bonded by any known bonding technique. After bonding, the facing can have varying degrees of surface smoothness. The facing can be very smooth such as to have a Parker surface smoothness below 5 micrometers, or a facing can be rough with a Parker surface smoothness not less than 6 micrometers. The rough surface can have various 3-dimensional surface features, distributed throughout the facing surface randomly or in a specially arranged order.

[0041] The facing of the absorber can be further printed with a graphic design such as an image and/or text to be aesthetically desirable for the intended use. It is convenient to have the ability to replace the facing in order to change the image and/or text. By changing the facing, the aesthetics of the absorber can easily and inexpensively be changed.

[0042] The invention can further include a sound permeable rigid casing to protect and encase the absorber. The casing can be a perforated metal, perforated plastic, or perforated solid filled resin material such as, for instance, Corian® material available from E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company (DuPont), Wilmington, Del., comprising an acrylic matrix filled with alumina trihydrate (ATH).
The present invention further includes a method of improving acoustic absorption in an environment comprising: (i) providing an acoustically absorptive article comprising a core of acoustically absorptive core material covered by a facing of flash spun sheet having a plurality of pores wherein the pores have a diameter between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm even between about 100 nm and about 1,500 nm and wherein the pores have a mean pore diameter of less than about 20,000 nm, even less than about 5,000 nm, even less than about 2,000 nm, even less than about 1,000 nm and even between about 10 nm and about 1,000 nm; and (ii) positioning the article within the environment to cause ambient sound to be absorbed by the article.

EXAMPLES

Test Methods

Basis Weight was measured by the method of ASTM D 3776, modified for specimen size, and reported in units of g/m².

Tensile Strength was measured according to ASTM D5035 and reported in units of N/25.4 cm.

Gurley Hill Porosity was measured according to TAPPI T460 and reported in seconds.

Frazier Air Permeability was measured according to ASTM D737-75 in CFM/ft² at 125 Pa differential pressure.

Hydrostatic Head was measured according to AATCC TM 127, DIN EN 20811 with a test rate of 60 cm of H₂O per minute.

Parkers Surface Smoothness was measured according to TAPPI 555 at a clamping pressure of 1.0 MPa and is reported in micrometers.

Specific Airflow Resistance is equivalent to the air pressure difference across a sample divided by the linear velocity of airflow measured outside the sample and is reported in Ns/m³. The values reported herein were determined based on the air permeability measurements as follows. The volumetric air flow Q was calculated by dividing the air permeability of the sample at a differential pressure of 125 Pa by the sample area (38 cm²), using the following equation: Q (in m³/s) = 0.0000007147X(area permeability in CFM/ft²)/area (in ft²)). Gurley Hill porosity (in seconds) is used for relatively low air permeability materials. For flash spun sheet of less than 101 g/m², the Frazier air permeability of 0.6 m³/min/m² (2 ft³/min/ft²) corresponds to about 3.1 seconds; therefore Frazier air permeability (in CFM/ft²) of the samples herein was approximated as 3.1/Gurley Hill porosity (in seconds).

Next, the airflow resistance in units of Pa-s/m² was calculated by dividing the differential pressure by the airflow Q. Finally, the specific airflow resistance in units of Ns/m³ was calculated by dividing the airflow resistance by the area of the sample.

Transmission, Reflection, and Absorption Coefficients as reported in FIGS. 1 and 2 were determined in anechoic and blocked impedance tube configuration according to ASTM E1050 and ISO 10534.

Sound Absorption Coefficient as reported in FIG. 3 was measured using a laboratory setting including a reverberant room in compliance with ASTM C423, specimen mounting A (without air space) according to ASTM C 795. The absorbers were placed on the floor of the reverberant room in a 1 inch high aluminum test frame. The edges of the frame were sealed to the floor using duct tape to eliminate flanking noise. The sound absorption measurements were conducted at 1/6 octaves bands from 80 to 5,000 Hz. Ten decay measurements were taken for every microphone position.

Noise Reduction Coefficient was measured as in reported for the Acoustic Absorption Coefficient at 500, 100, 2,000, and 4,000 Hz.


Total Porosity was estimated from basis weight, thickness and solids density as follows:

Porosity = 1 - ((Basis weight/density of solid×thickness))

Microbial Filtration Efficiency was measured according to the ASTM F2658-07 and ASTM1608. Log reduction value or LRV characterizes barrier efficiency of the membrane and is determined from the test. The test can use both, polystyrene particles and actual spores to challenge the membrane.

Examples 1-2

Absorbers according to the invention were formed using a layer of open cell melamine foam (from Illbruck Acoustic Inc., Minneapolis, Mnn.) having a thickness of 13 mm, a basis weight of 9.4 kg/m² and a specific airflow resistance of 120 rays. A 0.1 mm thick, 17 g/m² basis weight nylon 6.6 spunbond scrim was laid on both sides of the foam and the scrim and foam were quilted together using a pattern of approximately 11 cmx11 cm diamonds. The example absorbers were made by the lamination process described below. A vinyl acetate water based glue (WA 2173 available from ef Polymers, Denver, Colo.) was applied by a roller onto one surface of the quilted foam layer at a rate of approximately 0.3 kg/m². A melt blown polyester nonwoven layer having a thickness of 20 mm, a basis weight of 0.33 kg/m², and a specific airflow resistance of 130 rays was laminated to the quilted foam layer to form the absorber core. A flash spun nonwoven facing available from DuPont under the trade name DuPont™ Tyvek® style 105SB was wrapped around the core to form the absorber of Example 1. A flash spun nonwoven facing available from DuPont under the trade name DuPont™ Tyvek® style 1443R was wrapped around the core to form the absorber of Example 2. The total absorber thickness of each of the examples was about 25 mm. Flash spun facing of Example 1 has a hydrostatic head of at least 180 cm of H₂O, and facing of Example 2 has a hydrostatic head of at least 24 cm of H₂O according to the product specification (tested per AATCC TM 127, DIN EN 20811 with a test rate of 60 cm of H₂O per minute). The Table includes properties of the facings used in the example absorbers.

The Gurley Hill porosity of Example 1 and 2 was measured experimentally and it is well in agreement with the typical range within which the flash spun nonwoven varies for both Tyvek® styles according to specification. Air permeability, as measured by Gurley Hill porosity and Frazier air permeability characterizes the general porosity or openness of the structure. The range for air permeability for various types of nonwoven structures is very wide. Typically, all nonwovens have much more open structure with Frazier air permeability of about 50 cfm or higher. Solid films have very closed.
solid structure, which is why films are called impervious, with Gurley Hill porosity well above 10,000 s. The air permeability of the flash spun facing can be changed from Gurley Hill range of about 4,000 s, like for Example 1 to Frazier air permeability to about 30 cm, giving a range of Specific Air Flow Resistance of about 31,000 to 800 myls.

[0060] Total porosity of the structure can be roughly estimated from the facing's basis weight, thickness and density of the polymer. Knowing polyethylene has a density of about 0.98 g/cm³, the total porosity can be estimated as being about 0.6 for facing of Example 1 and about 0.7 for facing of Example 2. This is well in agreement with total porosity as measured by mercury porosimetry. The pore size range was from 10 nm to about 8,000 nm for Example 1 and from 10 nm to about 10,000 nm for Example 2, as measured by mercury porosimetry. The mean pore size was about 2,000 nm for both, Example 1 and Example 2. Solid films have total porosity of about 0, which means they have no voids or pores inside the structure. This is why solid films have extremely good barrier properties. Despite being very porous, inventive flash spun facings exhibit the water resistance range similar to the water resistance of solid impervious films as measured by hydrostatic head. The typical range of hydrostatic head for the inventive facing is from about 24 to about 230 cm H₂O, as illustrated by Example 1 and 2.

[0061] As can be seen from the table, inventive flash spun facings have various surface features as was measured by Parker surface smoothness. Example 1 has a Parker surface smoothness of about 4.5 micrometers; therefore, it exhibits a smooth sleek surface, similar to the printing quality paper. Contrarily, Example 2 has a Parker surface smoothness of about 8 micrometers, representing a rough surface with 3-dimensional features, in this case, ribbon-like features. The wide range of Parker surface smoothness allows the production of aesthetically pleasing surfaces to compliment design in various architectural spaces. Inventive facings can further comprise graphical images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ex. No.</th>
<th>Basis weight, g/m²</th>
<th>Thickness, micrometer</th>
<th>Gurley Hill porosity, seconds</th>
<th>Parker surface smoothness, µm</th>
<th>Tensile strength, N/25.4 mm²</th>
<th>Specific airflow resistance, rayls</th>
<th>Hydrostatic head, cm H₂O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>3860</td>
<td>4.54 (face side)</td>
<td>89 (MD and CD)</td>
<td>30,800,000</td>
<td>182-228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>7.93 (face side)</td>
<td>26 (MD and CD)</td>
<td>615,156</td>
<td>24-55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparative absorber was prepared similarly without the flash spun facing. The thickness of the comparative absorber was about 25 mm.

[0063] The example and comparative absorbers were conditioned at room temperature for at least two weeks after manufacturing, and at controlled conditions (temperature of 23 °C and RH of 60%) for 24 hours before acoustic testing. Absorption coefficient data were obtained for each absorber.

[0064] As can be seen in FIG. 3, the absorbers of Examples 1 and 2 as represented by curves 1 and 2, respectively, provide continuously improved absorption as compared with the comparative example as represented by curve C over the frequency range from 400 Hz to 1200 Hz. The improvement is at least 5% higher for the absorbers with facings versus the absorber without a facing. Examples 1 and 2 also show that, despite being much thicker than commonly used impervious film facings and having much higher specific airflow resistance than typical perforated facings, the inventive facings do not substantially reflect the sound energy at higher frequencies of the voice range.

What is claimed is:
1. An acoustically absorbing article comprising:
   a core of acoustically absorbing material having two major surfaces; and
   a facing for covering the core on at least one major surface, the facing comprising a porous flash spun pleat filamentary film-fibrill sheet having a coherent surface, having a basis weight of no greater than about 140 g/m² and comprising a plurality of pores having a pore diameter between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm and a mean pore diameter of less than about 20,000 nm.
2. The article of claim 1, wherein the core of acoustically absorbing material has a noise reduction coefficient of at between about 0.3 and about 0.9 and the acoustically absorbing material is selected from the group consisting of fibrous battings, foam, honeycomb, air space, perforated material and the combination of the above.
3. The article of claim 1, wherein the facing has a plurality of pores having a pore diameter between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm and a mean pore diameter of less than about 5,000 nm.
4. The article of claim 1, wherein the facing has a plurality of pores having a pore diameter between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm and a mean pore diameter of less than about 2,000 nm.
5. The article of claim 1, wherein the facing comprises a polymer selected from the group consisting of polyethylene and polypropylene.
6. The article of claim 1, wherein the facing has a thickness of not more than about 1 mm and the core has a thickness of at least about 5 mm.
7. The article of claim 1, wherein the facing has a Parker surface smoothness not less than 6 micrometers.
8. The article of claim 1, wherein the facing comprises a graphical image printed thereon.
9. The article of claim 1, wherein the facing has a tensile strength of at least about 20 N/2.54 cm.
10. The article of claim 1, wherein the facing is free of nutrients that support growth of microorganisms.
11. The article of claim 1, wherein the facing has a log reduction value of at least about 4.
12. The article of claim 1, wherein the acoustic absorption of the article at a frequency below about 1200 Hz is at least about 5% higher than the acoustic absorption of the article without the facing.
13. The article of claim 1, wherein the facing is further perforated with holes projecting completely through the facing.
14. The article of claim 13, wherein the hole diameter is less than 1 mm.
15. The article of claim 1, wherein the facing further comprises a coating selected from the group consisting of metallized layer, antistatic layer, pigmented layer, gloss, antibacterial layer and photoreactive layer.
16. The article of claim 1, further comprising an adhesive layer located between the facing and at least one major surface of the core.
17. An assembly comprising:
   a) a core of acoustically absorbing material having two major surfaces;
   b) a facing for covering the core on at least one major surface, the facing comprising a porous flash spun plexifilamentary film-fibril sheet having a coherent surface, having a basis weight of no greater than about 140 g/m² and comprising a plurality of pores having a pore diameter between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm and a mean pore diameter of less than about 20,000 nm; and
   c) a sound permeable rigid casing for encasing the core and facing on at least one major surface.
18. The assembly of claim 17, wherein the sound permeable rigid casing is selected from the group consisting of perforated metal, perforated plastic, and perforated solid filled resin material.
19. The assembly of claim 17, wherein the acoustic absorption of the assembly at a frequency below about 1200 Hz is at least about 5% higher than the acoustic absorption of the assembly without the facing.
20. An acoustically absorbing partition comprising:
   a core of acoustically absorbing material having two major surfaces; and
   a facing for covering the core on at least one major surface, the facing comprising a porous flash spun plexifilamentary film-fibril sheet having a coherent surface, having a basis weight of no greater than about 140 g/m² and comprising a plurality of pores having a pore diameter between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm and a mean pore diameter of less than about 20,000 nm.
21. The partition of claim 20, wherein the acoustic absorption of the partition at a frequency below about 1200 Hz is at least about 5% higher than the acoustic absorption of the partition without the facing.
22. An acoustically absorbing architectural surface covering comprising:
   a core of acoustically absorbing material having two major surfaces; and
   a facing for covering the core on at least one major surface, the facing comprising a porous flash spun plexifilamentary film-fibril sheet having a coherent surface, having a basis weight of no greater than about 140 g/m² and comprising a plurality of pores having a pore diameter between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm and a mean pore diameter of less than about 20,000 nm.
23. The covering of claim 22, wherein the acoustic absorption of the covering at a frequency below about 1200 Hz is at least about 5% higher than the acoustic absorption of the covering without the facing.
24. A method of improving acoustic absorption in an environment comprising:
   (a) providing an acoustically absorptive article comprising a core of acoustically absorptive material covered by a facing of porous flash spun plexifilamentary film-fibril sheet having a coherent surface, having a basis weight of no greater than about 140 g/m² and comprising a plurality of pores having a pore diameter between about 100 nm and about 20,000 nm and a mean pore diameter of less than about 20,000 nm; and
   (b) positioning the article within the environment to cause ambient sound to be absorbed by the article.
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